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Who Knows Tomorrow
June 3-october 26, 20 I0
Nationalgalerie, Berlin
Artists: EI Anatsui. zanna Bhimji. Ant6nio Ole. Yinka Shonibare,
Pascale Marthine Tayou
Curators: Udo Kittelmann. Chika Okeke-Agulu, Britta Schmitz

Who Knows Tomorrow

Chika Okeke-Agulu

I. The twelveEuropeancountries represented at
the conferencewere Germany. Austria-Hungary.
Belgium. Denmark, France. Great Britain. Italy. the
Netherlands.Portugal. Russia. Spain. and Sweden
Norway.inadditionto Ottoman Empire and the
UnitedStates.
2. SeeJoachim Zeller."(Post-)Cotonial Berlin:
The German Capitalas a Former Metropolis
of Colonial Power.· in Who Knows Tomorrow.
ed. Udo Kittelmann. ChikaOkeke-Agulu. and
BrinaSchmitz. exh. cat. (Cologne:Verlag der
Buchhandlung Walther K6nig. 2010). 569-79;
See also Fatima EI-Tayeb. "The Forgotten Empire:
Race.Colonialism. and German NationalIdentity.•
inWho Knows Tomorrow. 545-S4.

The Idea
Who Knows Tomorrow, an exhibition of independent projects by five African artists,

opened at the Nationalgalerie, Berlin, in June 2010. Conceived in response to

an invitation by the office of the then federal president Horst Kohler to pro

pose an "African art" exhibition in Berlin to coincide with a conference of

the president's Africa Forum initiative, the project

explored the difficult and complex colonial and

postcolonial relationship between Africa and Europe.

The curators imagined an art exhibition that was not

so much about Africa and African art, as a platform

for African artists to contemplate the place of Berlin in the history of European

colonization of the African continent, a process that officially began with the

Berlin-Congo Conference (188+-8S) convened by Germany's first imperial

chancellor, Otto von Bismarck. I While Bismarck's conference was meant to

resolve the "Scramble for Africa" by rival European nations attracted by the

continent's vast wealth of raw materials and mineral resources, it provided him

a unique opportunity to secure a significant role for the newly unified German

nation in European imperial politics. The context of the exhibition-the personal

involvement of the German president, and its location in key German art muse

ums, each with a history steeped in the politics ofGerman national identity

provided a unique opportunity to reexamine the long-established and often

ignored or underacknowledged relationships between art and state power,

between aesthetics and nationalism, and between the artistic avant-garde and

political ideology.

Moreover, Berlin presents a curious case of conscious amnesia, that is to say,

it makes evident an apparent tendency in the German historical imagination and

national memory to forget both the city's past as a colonial metropolis and the

nation's history as a colonial power. As the historian Joachim Zeller has noted,

accounts of the German past often dismiss as marginal the nation's relatively

brief yet crucial experience as a colonial power, despite the fact that, as in other

European states, the fever of colonial acquisition was widespread among the

political elites and the working class, for territorial holdings had become a

mark of national power and influence in late-nineteenth-century Europe. 2 Thus

Bismarck, a vocal skeptic of colonialism's political and economic value in the

German national imaginary, but pressed by newly formed private and public

colonial associations, was forced to send emissaries to negotiate quick territorial

possessions in parts ofAfrica, the South Pacific, and China, just months before

the Berlin-Congo Conference. Despite the fact that late-nineteenth- and early

twentieth-century Berlin was enthralled by the economic and political possibili

ties of the overseas colonial enterprise, the memory of that experience exists

today only in the city's museum collections-especially the Ethnological
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3. The Ethnological Museum in Dahlem holds one
of the most important collections of classicaland
traditional African art in Europe; it is especially
noted for its collection of Benin bronzes looted
by British soldiers during the so-called Punitive
Expedition of 1897. The Pergamon Museum
houses, among other things, ancient Middle
Eastern and Islamic artworks, many of which were
acquired in the age of empire.
-4. See African Boundaries: Barriers, Conduits, and
Opportunities,ed. Paul Nugent and A. I. Asiwaju
(London: Pinter, 1996)

Museum in Dahlem and the Pergamon Museum-libraries, and archives. J

Remarkably, in Berlin, there are virtually no public monuments to the colonial

age; it is as if that episode, so crucial to the city and the nation's modern history,

never happened. That is an important question Who Knows Tomorrow confronts. The

exhibition, in other words, seeks to revisit the debate about the deep, uneasy, yet

mostly ignored connections among colonialism, modernity, and modernism,

and to reimagine the postcolonial experience, which is as much a problem for

Europe as it is for Africa, through the critical perspective of contemporary art.

The concept and title of the project reflect its direct engagement with the
history and politics of Euro-African encounters inaugurated by the agreements

signed at the Berlin-Congo conference. In revisiting that history by imposing

their artistic imagination on key cultural symbols of imperial and postimperial

Germany, the artists encourage critical awareness of the vicissitudes and unpre

dictability of human action and its consequences. To imagine the radical changes

wrought by time and circumstance since the conference--the fact that artists

whose ancestors were excluded from a process that irreversibly and profoundly
shaped their future can now authoritatively comment on that event-is to appre

ciate the capricious drama of human experience. These considerations inform

the adoption ofa popular saying, widespread in Africa, as the title and concep

tual framework of the Berlin exhibition.
"Who knows tomorrow"-used here without a question mark-is a sim

ultaneous rhetorical question and emphatic statement that speaks to the experi

ence of social time. In suggesting the sublime inscrutability of tomorrow, that

which has yet to happen, it invariably implies a critical reflection on the past

and the present, as precondition for meaningful preparation for the vagaries of
the inevitable future. In popular discourse, "who knows tomorrow" has similar

semantic value as another saying, "no condition is permanent," in the sense
that both reflect a social ethic that cautions against total disregard of another

person's claim to her own subjectivity, desire, and place in the world.Thus, while

we ponder the fate of nationalism in postcolonial Germany, Europe, and Africa,

it is important to reflect on the politics of national identity and loyalty in late

nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century imperial Germany and Europe, because

these not only were coincident with the demarcation and hardening of the geo

political boundaries of modern African states, but also more or less challenge

their viability today.' The strategies of European colonization, the failures of the

postcolonial African states, and subsequent patterns of migration thus can no

longer be ignored in debates about national and continental identities in Europe;
as minorities from former colonies increase, their diverse cultures become part

of the continuously morphing idea of Europe. Moreover, the rising popular
clamor for securing "fortress Europe," as a way to keep out aliens, especially

from the so-calledThird World, must be seen as a response to the reality of

Europe's postcolonial condition. This project thus encourages debate about what
it means for artists from countries formerly colonized by Europe to be invited

to literally impose their artistic will on museums that were largely involved in
the history of the making of the Europe's most powerful nation."Who knows
tomorrow" is also a critical challenge, a call to sustained examination of the

ways the fraught African-European political, cultural, and socioeconomic

encounter in the past-structured by colonial imagination and emblematized
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5. See Paul TiyambeZeleza. "The Violenceof
IntimateHistories:Africaand the European
ColonialEncounter," in Who Knows Tomorrow.
583-95.

by the Berlin-Congo Conference--reify, refuse, and complicate the present-day
experience and provide the basis for contemplating the possible futures of
Germany, Europe, and Africa.

The location of the individual projects in four of the state museums of
Berlin is crucial to the idea and goals of this exhibition. The fall of the Berlin

Wall in 1989 and the subsequent reunification of Germany invariably led to
unprecedented reorganization of state institutions. but also to unrelenting

debates on German subjectivity, collective memory, and history. Whereas the
reconstitution of the Nationalgalerie and the consequent accessibility of its
archives and collections provoked heated debates in Germany about art and
national identity. contemporary African artists, as the works of the five partici
pating in this project testify, engaged in diverse issues pertinent to African post
colonial experience, not least of which is the place of memory and history in
the construction. sublimation, and critique of national and cultural identity. The

exhibition thus offers a unique opportunity for the artists to bring the histories,
memories, archives, and ideologies encoded in the museums and their German

cultural contexts in dialogue or confrontation with their own subjectivities as
individual artists and critical commentators. and as citizens of the African post
colony and the global village.

The projectWho Knows Tomorrow departs from previous, no doubt important
art exhibitions that used the large group show format to inform and educate
Europeans about contemporary African art and artists. It announces new modali

ties of presentation and reception of the work of artists still considered marginal,
by some in the West, to the narrative of contemporary art, but who have indeed
participated significantly in shaping the field as we know it today.The five proj
ects are imagined as mirrors on history and prisms of the present, a present in
which the lives of peoples across the world are deeply entangled by forces of
globalization, migration, memory, and history.The artists present installations
ofcompelling visuality, ambitious work that could equally take the viewer on a
journey through the complex history of the Euro-African encounter. As in their
other work. they do not so much make political art as engage in a critical poetics
of the postcolonial condition; their individual projects reveal different approaches
to important, intricate questions posed by what the historian Paul Zeleza calls
the "violence of intimate histories" ofAfrica and Europe.s

Who Knows Tomorrow and the accompanying book were conceived as two parts
of an argument for the role ofcontemporary art in examining processes of
invention and articulation of the self and its other. but also more specifically as
platforms for analysis of the shifting and contentious ideas ofAfrica and Europe
in today's world.

THE PROJECTS

EIAnatsui, Ozone layer and Yam Mound, 20 I0
Alte Nationalgalerie
The Alte Nationalgalerie, originally conceived in the 1860s in anticipation of the
future German nation,was designed by Friedrich August Stiller and completed
by Johann Heinrich Starck in 1876 to celebrate KaiserWilhelm IV's birthday.
Modeled after the classical Greek temple, with gigantic columns and an exterior
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EI Anatsui, Ozone Layer, 2010, aluminum
liquor bottle caps and copper wire, installation
view, Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin. 2010 (artwork
© EI Anatsui; photograph by the author)
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EI Anatsui, Yam Mound, 20I0, evaporated
milk can tops. installation view. Alte National
galerie, Bertin. 20 I0 (artwork © EIAnatsui;
photograph by JensZiehe, provided
by Nationalgalerie. 5MB)

6. Modernist work from its collection was
included in the infamous Degenerate Artexhibition
organized by the Nazis in 1937.

staircase, the golden inscription on its frieze, "DER DEUTSCHEN KUNST

MDCCCLXXI" ("To German Art 1871") memorializes the year of German uni
fication and evidently the genius of German art. Yet the question of what pre

cisely constituted German art and the museum's relationship to it was never a
settled question, given that its collection included classical Greek and Roman
art, and the work of French Impressionist and other modern European artists.
This disconnect in status between the museum as a nationalist emblem and as
a repository of hallmarks of (modern) Western art inevitably led, during the
Nazi years, to an ideological and discursive logjam on the question of the place
of art and avant-garde practices in national imaginaries. 6

ElAnatsui's installation on the museum's facade confronts the complicated
historical contexts and political work of the museum, but also speaks to a more
difficult problem of the relationship between Europe and its other. The installa
tion is in two parts: the massive Drone Layer, which is a two-part relief sculpture
made of the artist's Signature aluminum liquor bottle caps stitched together with
copper wires, and Yam Mound, a pyramidal pile of evaporated milk can tops placed
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Zarlna Bhlmj!. stills from Walt/",. 2007.
installation. 35mm film transferred to HD. sound.
7 min. 48 sec., (artwork © Zarina Bhimji)

7. Previous versions of this sculptural form were
called "Peakprojects," which alluded simultane
ously to mountain summits and to the "Peak"
evaporated milk brand originally imported from
Holland. Anatsui usesmostly the can tops of this
brand. so popular in West Africa.

in the right corner of the museum's portico.' Anchored to the monumental col
umns, Ozone Layer partially covers the museum's facade and might be mistaken,
when seen from a distance, for a dilapidated construction fence; in other words
the museum, as a space for articulating German and European (artistic) identity,
remains an incomplete project. For the increasing debate today about the viabil
ity of nationalism and anxieties about what constitutes the European self calls
for a major reconstruction of the Alte Nationalgalerie (and such historical muse

urns), through a critical reimagining of its place in the making of the colonial
empire and the much-changed postcolonial world of today.

Zarina Bhimji, Waiting, 2007
Ant6nio Ole, The Entire World-Transitory Geometry, 2010
Hamburger Bahnhof
Zarina Bhimji's Waiting (2007), comprising a film projection and framed film
stills, is installed in an upper gallery of the west wing of the Hamburger
Bahnhof, the Nanonalgalerte's contemporary art museum. It presents a non
narrative encounter with a sisal processing factory in Kenya.Sisal production
was established by the British during the colonial period in EastAfrica, and
the product remains a major export forTanzania and Kenya. In the postindepen
dence era, falling commodity prices determined by European countries (where
the processed fibers are used to manufacture rope, twine, and numerous other
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Ant6nlo Ole, TheEmlre WorId-Transitory
Geometry, 20 I0, stackedshipping containers.
light boxes.fivepaintings. oildrums. car doors.
metalcactus.and other materials. installation
views. HamburgerBahnhof. Berlin. 2010 (art
work © AntonioOle; photograph byJens Ziehe.
providedby Nationalgalerie. 5MB)

products) have resulted in loss of export earnings for African countries whose

economies depend on the crop. The fact that many of the extant sisal plantations.
processing factories, and trade networks were established during the colonial
period speaks to the widespread and continuing dependence by African nations
on colonial-era economic policies.

In Bhimji's film, the camera captures minute details of the partially pro
cessed, gorgeous fibrous textures, as well as passages of sensuous interplay of
dramatic sunlight illuminating dusty and interior dark spaces of the factory.
There are fleeting, ambiguous shadows but no actual human bodies. Scored with
the immersive sounds of machinery, the power of the film comes from the ten
sion between the seductive, almost abstract sights and sounds, and the haunting
absence of the human beings who work with the abandoned tools, gadgets, and
rumbling machines. The rigor of the film's formalism and its splendid visual and
aural lyricism are counterbalanced by its subtle insinuation of a complex, even
confounding sociopolitics.

On the exterior wall of the same wing of the Hamburger Bahnhof is Antonio
Ole's The EntireWorld-Tronsitory Geometry (2010), the largest project in the exhibi-
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Ant6nlo Ole, detail of TheEntIreWorld
Transitory Geometry,2010 (artwork©
Antonio Ole; photograph by the author)

8. Ole was concerned that by leavingthe ship
pers' names on the containers. his work might be
misconstrued as a statement about those specific
brand names.

tion. The structure, consisting primarily of stacked shipping containers inter

spaced by brightly colored light boxes, departs from yet builds on the artist's
critically acclaimed "Township Walls"-mixed-media wall constructions

made from old furniture, building materials, and urban detritus, and inspired
by the makeshift architecture of slums at the margins of today's cities. Several
other parts of the work add to its enigmatic iconography, such as five minimal
ist paintings depicting a pair of binoculars, a camera, a trash bin, an oil drum,
staked iron ingots, and a house. Other diverse objects include oil drums, car
doors, a large metal cactus, and more. Moreover, vertical and horizontal bands
of color, or metal sheets, on the containers ostensibly heighten the work's geo
metric design, but in fact strategically cover the printed names of the shipping
lines." Ole's work, as the title suggests, simultaneously balances its inevitable
sociological concerns--such as the use of containers as alternative housing by
the urban poor, the place of oil in global commerce, regimes of surveillance,
and more--with an homage to Minimalist abstraction and Pop art.

Ole's project, in a way,confronts the history and architecture of the
Hamburger Bahnhof, originally built in the 1840S as the terminus of the Berlin-
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9. See BrittaSchmitz. "Who KnowsTomorrow
Who Knows Today," in Who Knows Tomorrow.
373.

Hamburg rail line. Designed by Friedrich Neuhaus and Ferdinand Wilhelm

Holz in the Italian Renaissance style, the building became the model for other
nineteenth-century Berlin train terminals. Badly damaged during World War II,

the building was located at the edge ofWest German territory but under the
authority ofEastGermany during the cold war. It was formally returned to the
West German government in 1986.After the unification in 1989,the architect
Josef Paul Kleihues was commissioned to restore and convert the building into
an art museum, which opened in 1996as the Nationalgalene's museum of con
temporary art. Ole's installation, in its invocation of various contemporary art
movements and styles, pays homage to the museum's current function. Yet, by
virtually blocking off the museum's west wing, it insinuates both the building's
physical proximity to the Berlin Wall and its place in the fraught politics of
divided Germany during the cold war. Further, it confronts the museum's serene,
neoclassical grandeur with a riot of screaming tropical color, as if to suggest the
tension between institutionalized traditions on which the modern nation-state
depends, and competing, multitudinous forces introduced by global commerce
and mass migrations, elements that challenge established notions of stable cul

tural and political identities.

Yinka Shonibare, MBE, Colonel Tarleton and MrsOswald Shooting, 2007;
The Scramble for Africa, 2006
Friedrichswerdersche Kirche
Yinka Shonibare's Colonel Tarleton and Mrs Oswald Shooting (2007) and The Scramble for
Africa (2006) are installed inside the Friedrichswerdersche Kirche, also known
as the Schinkel Museum. Originally dedicated to the duke of Prussia, Friedrich
Wilhelm, the church was built with local red brick in the neo-Gothic style
and is the only largely intact building by the influential Prussian architect Karl

Friedrich Schinkel. It is thus considered a classic example of pre-184-7 (Bourgeois
Revolution) Prussian nationalist architecture. Damaged during World War II
and reconstructed in the 1980s, the church was converted into a museum of the

Nationalgalerie in 1987. Its collection, transferred from the AIte Nationalgalerie,
consists of key works by major nineteenth-century Berlin School sculptors,
including Johann Gottfried Schadow, Christian Daniel Rauch, and EmilWolff;
classical Greco-Roman sculptures; and a display on the life and work of Schinkel.
In addition to portraits of scholars and philosophers from the age of Goethe, the
building and sculptures exemplify the Biedermeier culture of ethical restraint

and political conservatism but also, as Britta Schmitz has noted, the nineteenth
century Prussian version of the "liberal spirit of Enlightenment."? It is within
this discursive context that Shonibare has inserted his two works.

Colonel Tarleton and Mrs Oswald Shooting depicts the headless portraits of Colonel
BanastreTarleton, a brutal commander in the British army during the American
War of Independence, who as parliamentarian opposed the abolition of slavery,
and Mary Oswald, a wealthy plantation owner who with her husband estab
lished a textile factory in Manchester that specialized in the production of the
type of"African" wax prints Shonibare uses today in his sculptures. Their guns
are trained at a pheasant suspended high above the aisle, close to the altar, in an
explosion of feathers and blood. Hunting as a sport of the elite class here takes
on the specter of the macabre, a violent pastime symbolic of the exploitation of
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YlnkaShonlbare, The Scramble forAfrica,
2006, 14figures. 14chairs. table, 52 in. x 16ft.
x 9 ft. 2. in. (132x 4sa x 280em), installation
view, Friedrichswerdersche Kirche, Berlin. 20IO.
The Pinnell Collection (artwork © Yinka
5honibare: photograph by JensZiehe, provided
by Nationalgalerie, 5MB)
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YinkaShan/bare, ColonelTarleton and Mrs
Oswald SIIoatIIlf' 2007, 2 fiberglass figures.
2 rifles. 2 plinths. variousmaterials. Dutchwax
prints (cotton). ea. fig. on plinth. 12ft. 9 in.x
6 ft. 3 in.x 5 ft. (389x 192x 152ern), installation
views.Friedrichswerdersche Kirche. Berlin. 2010.
The Gordon Schachatcollection. South Africa
(artwork © Yinka 5honibare;photograph byJens
Ziehe, providedby Nationalgalerie. 5MB)

the suffering of dehumanized people of color by the world of Tarleton, Oswald,

and other slave barons. In the church setting, the installation confiates the

repressed sadism of elite hunting and slavery-based economy with the savagery

of Christ's execution and the associated bloodletting that informs Christianity's

most sacred sacraments. As with the work ofAnatsui and Ole, the introduction of

these paradoxically colorful Europeans into a field of classical (read, traditional)

figures of European propriety in a way insinuates the unacknowledged, colored

other-as slaves who produced the wealth upon which the slave-owning society

depended, or as diasporic African minorities-in the European self-imagination.

Shonibare's Scmmble for Africa, installed in the west upper gallery overlooking

the nave of the Friedrichswerdersche Kirche, presents a group of men seated

around a table. on the top of which is painted a map ofAfrica. In depicting the

animated participants of the Berlin-Congo Conference as they vigorously hag

gled for ownership ofAfrican lands and peoples. Shonibare seems to suggest that

the event did not so much mark the resolution of the chicanery of the preceding

years as formally transform Africa into a space of obsessive Euro-American polit

ical and economic manipulation. Inside the former church, the group moreover

takes on a remarkable ritual resonance, for one might mistake them. if not for

their headlessness and riotous attire. for participants in a strange reinterpretation

of the Last Supper, Africa being the meal/victim awaiting cannibalization. This
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Pascale MarthlneTayou,Colon",'Erection,
10 I0, S4flags on flagpoles and 6 polychrome
fiberglass figures. installation views. Neue
Nationalgalerie. Berlin (artwork© Pascale
Marthine Tayou; photographsbyJensZiehe,
provided by Nationalgalerie. 5MB)

slippage in our perception of the work as a reimagined LastSupper or the Congo
Berlin Conference suggests with remarkable poignancy the strong yet unstable
complicity of Christianity with the secular politics ofAfrican colonization.

Pascale Marthine Tayou, Colonial Erection. 20 I0
Neue Nationalgalerie
Pascale Marthine Tayou'sColonial Brectlon, an outdoor installation of flags and figural
sculptures, is presented at the Neue Nationalgalerie. Designed by Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe, the building is a powerful expression of both modernist minimal
ist architecture and the structural and aesthetic qualities of steel and glass cham
pioned by the International Style.When it opened in West Berlin in 1968, at the
height of the cold war, it clearly served as a monument to capitalist democracy
and its claims to transparent logic and social freedoms, in contradistinction to
the supposedly secretive, stagnant dictatorships of the Soviet Bloc countries
exemplified by East Germany.The gallery thus completes the story of cooptation
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Pascale Marthine Tayou, Colonia' £rectlon,
10 I0, 54 flags on flagpoles and 6 polychrome
fiberglass figures, installation view. Neue
Nationalgalerie. Berlin (artwork © Pascale
Marthine Tayou; photograph byJens Ziehe,
providedby Nationalgalerie, 5MB)

10."Colon"figures were used mosdy in ritual
contexts,for manipulating the awesome pow-
ers embodied by colonial Europeans. See Fritz
Kramer, The Red Fez: Artand Spirit Possession in
Afiica. trans. Malcolm Green (London:Verso.
1993) for a good study of "colon"sculptureand
other forms of African ritualrepresentations
of Europeans. Today, "colon"sculpturesare
importantstaplesof the African tourist art mar
ket. Tayou created the figures, some more than
life-size, byscaling up and reproducinginfiberglass
wooden originals he boughtfrom African tourist
markets.The reproductionwas done by a French
sculpturestudio.

of progressive art (and architecture) for the work of ideology by the state in the
making of the German nation, a process that began, with the Alte Nationalgalerie,

at the inception of the modem state in the late nineteenth century.
Tayoureturns the Neue Nationalgalerie to this fraught history; however,

he appropriates it for a different kind of political work: the advancement of
postcolonial Pan-Africanism. Based on an earlier work (Afrodiziak ...Afrozidiaque,
Afrosisiaque, 2006) in which he constructed an open pavilion, the roof of which
was covered with numerous flags ofAfrican countries, Colonial Erection consists
of fifty-four mounted flags and six polychrome male figures installed in the
museum's front plaza. But the flags do not exactly follow the design ofAfrican
national flags, for Tayou has redesigned each of them as if to say that ideals of

African nationalisms needed substantial makeovers. Nevertheless, the spectacular
display of flags and black figures transforms the Neue Nationalgalerie into a
congress hall of alternative African countries-a rogue African Union headquar
ters-overseen by ostensibly black "colon" figures, contemporary versions of
colonial-era sculptures representing Europeans. '0 In the context of Tayou's instal
lation, the blackness of the "colons" invokes Marxist critique ofAfrican postin
dependence political elite as the compradors: Africans who, in gaining access to
state power, adopted the colonizer's institutions and methods. While the title of
the work suggests that colonial desire for African lands and peoples might have
been induced by passions as political as they were erotic, the installation trans
formed the Neue Nationalgalerie into the setting for the contradictions of
African postcolonial realities and repressed European colonial nostalgia.
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II. SeeChika Okeke [-Agulu]. "Myth of
Representation or Reality of Presentation:
Notes on Curating Nigerian Art," in The Nsukka
Artists and Nigerian Contemporary Art. ed. Simon
Onenberg (Washington. DC: Smithsonian
National Museum of African Art and University of
Washington Press.2002).279-95.
12.Remarkably. most of the major. canonical
exhibitions of contemporary African art originated
in Europe rather than the United States.

In Retrospect

Organizing exhibitions of work by contemporary African artists (and. for that
matter. artists from other underrepresented parts of the world) is often dogged
by questions of representation simply because such opportunities are few and far
between. The burden of the curators of the "African" exhibition is thus increased
by the usual expectation of an imagined inclusiveness in the selection of artists
and works." This was a problem Who Knows Tomorrow confronted at the onset of
the curatorial process, dispensing with the idea of a group show of"African

artists" originally anticipated by the office of the federal president. The scope of
the eventual show also benefited from the appointment of Udo Kittelmann as
director of the Nationalgalerie; upon his joining the curatorial team of Who Knows
Tomorrow. the idea of expanding the exhibition site from the Hamburger Bahnhof
to three other Nationalgalerie museums. which had never collaborated on a

single project. became an imaginable reality.This expansion of the space available
to the show inevitably meant that the artists could imagine more ambitious work
to match the scale of the buildings assigned to them. This is especially the case
with the outdoor installations by Anatsui, Ole, and Tayou.

Although each venue presented unique sets of challenges during the con
ception and installation of the works. none matched the difficulty of securing
permissions for the Anatsui work at the Alte Nationalgalerie on Museum Island.
a UNESCO-designatedWorld Heritage Site.The permission might not have been
given without the intervention of the federal president and the vigorous support
of diverse German scholars and cultural advocates. who made representations to
the authorities on behalf of the project. Additionally. the personal commitment
to the project by the German president and the Prussian Heritage Foundation.

which oversees the Berlin State Museums of which the Nationalgalerie is a part,
in the end made the exhibition possible. For in the wake of the global recession
of 2007-8. major sponsors of the exhibition withdrew, forcing a one-year post
ponement. Eventually, funds from various state agencies guaranteed the realiza
tion of the project. This experience raises anew the question of state funding of
the arts. for quite clearly financial support of museums by state agencies makes it
possible for European museums to play unparalleled roles in championing the
cause of contemporary African art through the production of major exhibitions
that have brought the work to international attention. "The story is different in
the United States, where museums, more beholden to the market, are less likely
to make risky, major investment in as-yet-unfashionable non-Western art and

artists. So for now, large-scale projects and exhibitions featuring contemporary
African artists will most likely continue to depend on the generous support of
museums and foundations in Europe.

Chika Okeke-Agulu is assistant professor in the Department of Art and Archaeology and the Center
for African American Studies. Princeton University. He was the Robert Sterling Clark Visiting Professor.
Williams College. and a fellow of the Clark Institute. He coorganized Seven Stories aboutModern Artin
Africa (Whitechapel. London. 1995). The Short Century: Independence and Uberation Movements inAfrica.
1945-1994 (Museum Villa Stuck. Munich. 200I). the Fifth Gwangju Biennale (2004),and Who Knows
Tomorrow (Nationalgalerie. Berlin. 20 I0). He is coauthor of Contemporary African Artsince 1980(2009).
coeditor of Who Knows Tomorrow (20 I 0). and editor of NkD: Journal of Contemporary African Art.
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